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Deena Drewis
writer + editor

Hi.  I’m Deena. I tell stories. One of my favorite things is giving an 
audience exactly what they didn’t know they wanted.  One of my other 
favorite things is Cheetos (original, not puffs). 

A little about my career: I was the first editorial hire at Girlboss and 
previously worked as an arts and culture writer for the Sacramento 
News & Review.  Later, I worked as a copywriter for the creative 
agency Jones Knowles Ritchie, where I contributed to Clio and 
Cannes Lion award-winning campaigns. Currently, I’m freelancing. 

I’m also the founder of Nouvella, an award-winning, independent 
publishing company dedicated to novella-length works of fiction by 
emerging and established authors.  

In 2017, I was a finalist for the WeWork Creator Awards and a recipient 
of the Girlboss Foundation Grant in 2015. 

I live in Los Angeles, but I’ve only seen maybe five or six movie stars. 



Branding



Lady Foot Locker - Rebrand

Led Tone of Voice refresh for Lady Foot 
Locker. Ideated activations and editorial 
content. Developed new social media 
guidelines & produced initial posts 
adhering to refreshed brand guidelines.



(Click here to watch)

Lady Foot Locker - Rebrand

https://www.instagram.com/p/BvhkY2mnfow/


Nike Women - Brand Voice Refresh

Led Tone of Voice refresh for Nike Women. 
Developed internal manifesto for in-house 
marketing team. Developed new social 
media guidelines. Consulted on Art 
Direction refresh & developed language for 
articulation.



Nike - AF1 Collabs - Internal Creative Direction

Developed internal manifesto for in-house 
marketing team for AF1 collaborations 
with Travis Scott, LeBron James, James 
Whitner, Karabo Poppy, Edison Chen, 
Colin Kaepernick, and G Dragon.



Dunkin’ - Brand Refresh

Led Tone of Voice refresh during rebrand 
of Dunkin’ Donuts to Dunkin’. Developed 
new social media guidelines & produced 
initial posts adhering to refreshed brand 
guidelines.

Winner of a Gold Clio!



Dunkin’ - Brand Refresh



Hi Note - Brand Development

Developed brand strategy and tone of 
voice principles for celebrity chef Roy 
Choi’s seasoning company Hi Note. 
Created initial marketing emails and CRM 
as examples for team’s future use. Named 
new products.



Comms



Saucey - Web Copy & Comms

Created and implemented Saucey’s 
cheeky Tone of Voice, establishing it as a 
unique, provocative brand in the on-
demand delivery space. Crafted all 
communications, including emails, push 
notifications, in-app notifications, OOH, 
and sponsored campaigns. 



Saucey - Web Copy & Comms



Salesforce Engineering - Messaging & TOV Refresh

Established Tone of Voice principals for 
Salesforce Engineering. Created core 
messaging and developed an editorial 
strategy for in-house blog and recruitment 
tactics.



Scripts



Metallica - Blackened American Whiskey Launch

Watch the video.

Developed and created the script for the 
launch video for Blackened, a whiskey 
developed by legendary rock band 
Metallica.

https://vimeo.com/305119028


Wildlife Conservation Society - Wild Americas Initiative Launch

Watch the video.

Developed and wrote the script for the 
launch of the Wildlife Conservation 
Society’s Wild America’s Initiative.

https://programs.wcs.org/wildamericas/Video


Editorial



Beauty & Fashion

*Alas, when Girlboss was sold and revamped, all editorial content was archived.



Sports & Wellness



Thank you!


